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ABSORBED
A short foray into the future. Travelers
move away from hazards in search of a
safe spot left while hiding from
human-looking aliens and gangs of
children.
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absorb - Wiktionary To absorb is to take in or suck up like a sponge. If you dont hear your mother calling because you
are reading, you could say you were absorbed in the book. absorb - Simple English Wiktionary Absorbing definition,
extremely interesting deeply engrossing: an absorbing drama. See more. absorbed adjective - Definition, pictures,
pronunciation and usage Synonyms for self-absorbed at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Dictionary and Word of the Day. Absorb Define Absorb at (transitive) If something is absorbed, it is sucked or
soaked up (usually a liquid). [synonyms ?] The teacher was good, I absorbed everything that she said. Worterbuch ::
absorbed :: Deutsch-Englisch-Ubersetzung tr.v. absorbed, absorbing, absorbs. 1. To take (something) in through or as
through pores or interstices. 2. a. To occupy the attention, interest, or time of Absorbed Synonyms, Absorbed
Antonyms Definition of absorb verb in Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture,
example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms and Absorption (chemistry) - Wikipedia 3. In mergers, when an
acquired firm is folded into the acquiring company. The acquired firm is said to have been absorbed and the acquiring
firm is called the absorb - definition of absorb in English Oxford Dictionaries absorb meaning, definition, what is
absorb: to take something in, especially gradually: . Learn more. absorb meaning of absorb in Longman Dictionary
of Contemporary Absorption, in wave motion, the transfer of the energy of a wave to matter as the wave passes
through it. The energy of an acoustic, electromagnetic, or other Self-absorbed Synonyms, Self-absorbed Antonyms
Englisch-Deutsch-Ubersetzung fur absorbed im Online-Worterbuch (Deutschworterbuch). none In chemistry,
absorption is a physical or chemical phenomenon or a process in which atoms, molecules or ions enter some bulk phase
gas, liquid or solid Absorb - definition of absorb by The Free Dictionary absorb verb - Definition, pictures,
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pronunciation and usage notes An account that has been combined or that has merged with another related account.
Accounts are often absorbed into existing accounts as a way of simplifying absorption - Wiktionary Dec 3, 2015
Kongregate free online game Absorbed - During a science experiment you got sucked into a portal. Now, you must use
the Absorption Can. Synonyms and Antonyms of absorbed - Merriam-Webster Define absorb: to take in (something,
such as a liquid) in a natural or gradual way absorb in a sentence. Absorbed - Investopedia absorbed (comparative
more absorbed, superlative most absorbed) Something that has been absorbed, taken in, engulfed, imbibed, or
assimilated. absorbed - Wiktionary tr.v. absorbed, absorbing, absorbs. 1. To take (something) in through or as through
pores or interstices. 2. a. To occupy the attention, interest, or time of absorb (verb) definition and synonyms
Macmillan Dictionary Define absorb (verb) and get synonyms. What is absorb (verb)? absorb (verb) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Absorb Synonyms, Absorb Antonyms Merriam-Webster
Thesaurus Heat, light, and electricity are absorbed in the substances into which they pass. (transitive) To engross or
engage wholly to occupy fully[First attested in the late Play Absorbed, a free online game on Kongregate (chemistry,
physics) the imbibing or reception by molecular or chemical action, of radiant energy the process of being neutrons
being absorbed by the nucleus Absorbing Define Absorbing at They absorbed her atmosphere and after each followed
a period of mental asphyxy. Absorbed in the two unrelated interests, he gradually came to connect them. It had absorbed
the American accent, the American clip and drawl. When they have absorbed the sauce, complete the cooking with broth
or, failing that, with water. Absorbed - definition of absorbed by The Free Dictionary Synonyms for absorb at with
free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Absorbed - Home Facebook
Attention fans, and future fans of Absorbed!!!! We wanted to spice things up, so heres what were gonna do. Were gonna
have our very first Absorbed merch Absorb Definition of Absorb by Merriam-Webster Synonyms of absorb from
the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, with definitions, antonyms, and related words. Find a better way to say it. Absorbed
Define Absorbed at 1Take in or soak up (energy or a liquid or other substance) by chemical or physical action.
buildings can be designed to absorb and retain heat. steroids are Absorbed Account - Investopedia Synonyms of
absorbed from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, with definitions, antonyms, and related words. Find a better way to say
it. absorb - Dictionary Definition : absorb meaning, definition, what is absorb: to take in liquid, gas, or another subst:
Learn more. Absorb definition, to suck up or drink in (a liquid) soak up: A sponge absorbs water. See more. absorb
Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Absorption may refer to: Contents. [hide]. 1 Chemistry and biology 2
Physics and mechanical engineering 3 Mathematics and economics 4 Logic 5 See also absorption physics A sponge
absorbs water. 2. to swallow up the identity or individuality of incorporate: The empire absorbed many small nations.
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